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Maintained Proposal

Recreation Ground
Maidstone Rd

BGPC

BGPC

51.17'23N
The recreation ground is wholly owned by
00.18'24E
BGPC, contains Children's Play Area, Tennis
Courts, Multicourt, Woodland Walk and
Memorial Pavilion, with football pitches used by
the JFC

1

(Potters Mede)

BGPC

BGPC

Recently rebuilt Pavilion with rooms for public
hire, 4 changing/Shower rooms, two football
pitches, and a Woodland Walk.

51.17'23N
00.18'29E

2

Isles Quarry East

Crest

This land is the subject of possible enforcement 51.17'58N
00.18'26E
due to failure of restoration conditions under
TM 94/155, and is scheduled to be handed over
as a public amenity space. Since infilling in
1987, the area has wilded beautifully, the poor
soil preventing large trees, and allowing rare
ground species to flourish. BGPC would like to
see this land transferred into public ownership,
with a maintenance grant.

3

Isles Quarry West
Amenity land

Crest

This land is due to become public access when 51.17'12N
00.18'07E
the Hazlebourne development is completed
under TM 11/01191 & TM/13/02358, and
should be handed over to public ownership with
a maintenance grant

4

Thong Lane Bridge

Crest

This bridge is scheduled for demolition under
TM/11/01191, but there is a possibility of
restoration, and the bridge would create a
pedestrian link between the amenity areas of
IQW and IQE
This public Amenity area is managed by a Platt,
Plaxtol and Borough Green PCs. It directly
abuts the footpath passing IQE, and could be
linked to provide a continuous amenity area.
This is a piece of land bounded by Crowhill
Estate, Sandy Ridge and Griggs Way. The
Parish Council is consulting with residents
before asking for the land to be given to the
Parish as public amenity land. Whilst the
footpaths are not on the Definitive Map, they
have been in regular public use since the
Crowhill was built in the 1920s

Basted Mill Public Open
Space

TMBC

Crowhill (The Knob)

TMBC

Crowhill Estate Green

Russet

Russet

Crowhill Estate is built around this green, and is 51.17'31N
00.18'48E
used as a public amenity space by residents.

8

Tollgate Close Green

Russet

Russet

51.17'43N
00.18'31E

9

Fairseat Green
(Normanhurst Rd)

Residents Fairseat
Assn
Residents
Assn

51.17'23N
00.18'44E

10

Western Rd Triangle

KHS

This green is sandwiched between the Close
and Wrotham Rd, and is used as a public
amenity space by residents.
This land was donated to the estate residents
by the developer, is maintained by the
Residents Assn from its own funds, and is used
for informal activities, and Resident's Events.
The land is maintained by BGPC under a KCC
Cultivation Licence as a village gateway
enhancement.

51.17'32N
00.18'08E

11

BGPC

51.17'15N
00.18'04E

5

51.17'02N
00.18'10E

6

51.17'30N
00.18'42E

7

A227 Verge (horsefield)

KHS

Conyerd Rd Jct Q Hill

KHS

Harrison Rd Conifers

Hanson

Western Rd carpark
verges

TMBC

Quarry Hill Rd Allotments COGS
PH

BGPC

The land is maintained by BGPC under a KCC
Cultivation Licence as a village gateway
enhancement.

51.17'50N
00.18'36E

12

The land is maintained by KCC, but BGPC
would like a KCC Cultivation Licence as a
village gateway enhancement.

51.17'21N
00.18'08E

13

Woodlands
Residents
Assn

This row of conifers, and the small strip of
adjacent land, is maintained by the Residents
Assn as a visual amenity with its own funds

51.17'22N
00.18'12E

14

BGPC

BGPC already supply and maintain two large
planters, and would like to take over mowing
the adjacent grass verges

51.17'33N
00.18'17E

15

Rented

There are three allotments at the rear of the
hall, the only such in the village.

51.17'25N
00.18'14E

16

Quarry Hill Clinic garden

NHS

Whatever future use the Clinic is put to, the
garden is not used, and would be an ideal
addition to the allotments next door.

51.17'25N
00.18'14E

17

Wrotham Rd "Horsefield"

Unknown

PROW MR - Public access many years- never
closed

51.17'51N
00.18'36E

18

Borough Green Rd
Railway wasteland

unknown

Obtain for Village Gateway 30mph

51.17'33N
00.17'54E

19

Primary School Playing
Field

KCC

Playing field

51.17'33N
00.18'37E

20

BGPS

Jubilee Oak Rock Rd

KCC

Crouch Lane “Croudace”
field

Croudace

Crouch Lane "Gough
Cooper" Field

G Cooper

Sevenoaks Rd Field

Unknown

BGPC

Protected oak in traffic island, with flowerbed

Protect from development. Owner has recently
registered and exclusion to the possibility of a
Village Green. This field is part of the Green
Wedge between the settlements of BG and
Platt, and provides a buffer between residential
rural properties and the Recreation Ground.
Protect from development. This land also
contributes to the green wedge between the
settlements of BG & Platt, and is part of the
visual amenity of the recreation ground
Protect from development: this forms the
majority of the green wedge between the
settlements of BG and Ightham, and contributes
to the openness of the Greenbelt and the visual
setting of the Kent Downs AONB

51.17'26N
00.18'12E
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51.17'20N
00.18'35E

51.17'13N
00.18'28E

23

51.17'28N
00.17'54E

24

